The GD655-6 is equipped with Electric Throttle Control. This feature allows operators to set, maintain, and adjust engine RPM for consistent ground speed and work equipment response. This feature is controlled by the Mode Selector Switch and the Set/Resume Switch.

**Mode Selector Switch:**

- **Auto (A) position:** It works similar to cruise control on a car. Pressing the brake or accelerator pedal will temporarily cancel the engine speed set point.

- **Off (B) position:** Engine speed controlled exclusively with the accelerator pedal. Set/Resume switch has no functionality.

- **Manual (C) position:** The engine speed set point will not be canceled if the brake or accelerator pedals are actuated. The engine speed can be increased above the set point by pressing the accelerator pedal past the engine speed set point.

For additional information, please consult the Product Bulletin, Operator’s Manual or Shop Manual. Photos may include optional equipment.
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